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Abstract 

Memory represents one of the most incredibly complex functions of the brain. The brain 

processes everything one does, says, experiences, and perceives and either stores the information 

as a memory or forgets it as unimportant. Often, bits of information that are preserved 

temporarily eventually are forgotten because the brain constantly monitors what knowledge one 

does or does not require. The brain’s ability to actively forget provides evidence of an intelligent 

creator who cares for the well-being of mankind. Consider all the unnecessary details and 

inhibiting trauma that would burden the mind had the brain not disposed of them. The functions 

of memory not only show evidence of a loving God, but demonstrate man’s likeness to his 

image: God forgets the sins of and remembers his promises to humankind. In this way, as 

researchers delve further into the workings of memory, the image of God becomes ever clearer to 

those who would previously deny his presence in science. The marvels of memory continuously 

disregard the dispassionate claims of evolutionists when it comes to the benefits of what is 

remembered and forgotten. 
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The Influence of God Over Memory: Why We Forget 

It is surprising that even in this modern, technologically advanced age of society, the 

memory process still puzzles scientists. Scientists and psychologists are aware of its complexity, 

yet they often attribute its curiosities to simple matters of evolutionary development. In reality, 

memory reflects the complexity of its designer who crafted the mind to discard irrelevant 

minutiae so that it would not be burdened by excess information and who uses persisting 

memories for the good of his creations. As such, memory is a representation of man’s likeness to 

God’s image; the Bible offers numerous references to God remembering promises to his people 

and forgetting the sins of those who call on him.  

It is not always the case that something is forgotten but rather that it was never 

remembered. The human brain does not encode everything the senses take in. As Ecclesiastes 

5:20 says, “He will not much remember the days of his life because God keeps him occupied 

with the joy of his heart” (English Standard Version). Most of one’s life is forgotten; only 

relatively few occurrences last in memory. How does the brain decide what to initially bring into 

the brain or ignore? When a memorable event occurs, neurons fire more frequently, making it 

more likely that the event will be encoded as a memory (Mastin, 2010). Thus, if a piece of 

information or an event has personal significance, the brain will pay more attention to it.  

All the sensations that accompany an event are encoded separately, and then they are 

united by the hippocampus into a single experience in memory. The cooperation of several 

regions of the brain in memory formation begins here and is part of what makes memory 

complicated. For example, the visual aspects of an event are processed by the occipital lobe – the 

area of the brain that has to do with vision – and then connected by the hypothalamus to the other 

sensations involved in the episode. The visual information remains in its respective brain area; 
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however, it is associated with the one consolidated episode, along with the corresponding 

auditory and olfactory information (Mastin, 2010).  

The mechanics of how the brain knows to recall the different threads of information 

together when a memory of an experience is summoned remain largely unknown (Mastin, 2010). 

Yet the making of connections and associations within the brain occurs on a daily basis. 

Consider how certain smells or songs bring back memories of people, places, or activities. The 

smell or song serves as a retrieval cue for another piece of information because the brain 

associated them together (Myers, 2014). God uses the rainbow in this way: “When I bring clouds 

over the earth and the bow is seen in the clouds, I will remember my covenant that is between me 

and you… And the waters shall never again become a flood to destroy all flesh” (Genesis 9:14-

15). When Christians see a rainbow in the sky, they remember God’s promise to Noah that he 

will never again flood the earth. Similar to retrieval cues, “putting yourself back in the context 

where you experienced something can prime your memory retrieval” (Myers, 2014, p. 336). This 

explains why someone may realize they forgot their coat as they reach the front door, run 

upstairs to grab it, forget why he came upstairs and head back down, only to remember he needs 

his coat as he arrives at the front door again. Encoding is largely reliant upon semantic encoding: 

the encoding of material that has a particular context (Mastin, 2010).  

Even if a memory is encoded, it may not last forever. The brain does not maintain every 

neural pathway ever created. If a memory is never accessed, over time the neural pathway will 

weaken. On the other hand, by repeatedly stimulating a certain memory connection, “the sending 

neuron now needs less prompting to release its neurotransmitter, and more connections exist 

between neurons” (Myers, 2014, p. 333). The more a memory is recalled, therefore, the faster the 

recollection will occur and the more prominent the memory will be. Called long-term 
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potentiation, this more efficient neural firing provides a foundation for remembering associations 

and learned information (Myers, 2014).  

As one memory becomes stronger, however, other similar, “competing” memories are 

subjected to retrieval-induced forgetting (Wimber, Alink, Charest, Kiregeskorte, & Anderson, 

2015). By the continuous retrieval of one memory, other memories that may interfere with or 

distract from the target memory are suppressed. In this way, remembering one experience can 

cause forgetting of another (Wimber et al., 2015). “Retroactive interference occurs when new 

learning disrupts recall of old information” (Myers, 2014, p. 345). One may struggle to 

remember the words to an old song after listening to a newer song with a similar tune. 

Interference goes the other direction as well: “Proactive interference occurs when prior learning 

disrupts your recall of new information” (Myers, 2014, p. 345). One may have a hard time 

remembering his new cell phone number if he had known an old cell phone number for many 

years. According to Ecclesiastes 3:6, there is “a time to keep, and a time to cast away.” The brain 

holds on to what is pertinent at the time, but when information is no longer necessary, it fades.  

The brain decides what is pertinent based not only upon cues from long-term potentiation 

but also upon personal relevance. It was found that interference that caused forgetting of verbal 

information, for example, was due to competing memories in episodic memory, not associations 

in semantic memory (Tempel & Frings, 2015). Episodic memories rely upon personal experience 

and emotional context (Mastin, 2010), while semantic memory relies upon factual context; it can 

thus be said memory is molded by personal needs, not simply a generalized standard of 

knowledge. This is expected of a relatable God and not of an impersonal evolutionary 

phenomenon. 
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Some events may be inaccessible by memory because they were never encoded in the 

first place. Others are no longer accessible because the memory was discarded (the neural 

pathway decayed). Whatever the case, the human brain is designed to prevent “clutter.” 

Extraneous information detracts from what is important and stresses the mind. God does not 

want his children to be burdened by this. Matthew 6:25, 27 says, “Therefore I tell you, do not be 

anxious about your life, what you will eat or what you will drink, not about your body, what you 

will put on. Is not life more than food, and the body more than clothing? ... Which of you by 

being anxious can add a single hour to the span of his life?” God does not support a mindset of 

materialism; there is more to life than trivial facts such as one’s outfit or lunch. Often, it is the 

feelings that linger, the sentiment that persists. There is no need to remember every tangible fact 

of life. God wants the mind to be at peace (Philippians 4:7). 

According to the evolutionary point of view, humans remember experiences that will 

improve chances of survival (Heshmat, 2015). If an event is not important for survival, it is not 

necessary to remember. The people that used memory of the past to solve problems and aid 

survival in the present persisted through natural selection (Nairne, 2014). However, this is not 

consistent with typical episodic encoding. A woman may always remember her wedding day. 

Even though the celebration and dancing that she so fondly remembers do not directly relate to 

survival in any way, they persist in her memory. A man may remember the first car he ever had; 

the car has no relation to his survival. Nairne, a prominent evolutionary psychologist, states that 

compared to scenarios that are survival-irrelevant, scenarios which are obviously survival-

oriented yield better memory retention (Nairne, 2014). However, Nairne has also found that 

narrowing the scope of the survival situation negates this “survival advantage” (Nairne & 

Pandeirada, 2016). For example, a survival advantage in memory may be apparent when one is 
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asked to imagine surviving in a full grasslands scenario complete with avoiding predators, 

seeking shelter, and finding food and water. However, the advantage disappears if one is simply 

asked to imagine searching for potable water (Nairne & Pandeirada, 2016). If the survival 

advantage is not retained in this specific yet directly survival-oriented case, then it is 

unreasonable that the survival advantage would apply to festivities or new cars. Certainly, 

survival value has not come to dominate the function of memory, as the evolutionary perspective 

suggests.  

Traumatic experiences often sear themselves on the mind for an extended period of time. 

“When we are excited or stressed, [stress] hormones make more glucose energy available to fuel 

brain activity, signaling the brain that something important has happened” (Myers, 2014, p. 331). 

The brain activity mentioned is the firing of neurons to generate memory formation.  The 

emotions are “processed on an unconscious pathway in the brain leading to the amygdala” 

(Mastin, 2010, para. 2). The amygdala – a brain region linked to emotions including fear and 

aggression – is a part of the limbic system, along with the hypothalamus (Myers, 2014). It plays 

a role in memory formation by boosting activity in memory-forming areas of the brain. As such, 

emotional events are more likely to be remembered. 

While traumatic memories are unpleasant at best, they are some of the events best 

remembered. “A flashbulb memory [is] a clear memory of an emotionally significant moment or 

event” (Myers, 2014, p. 332). The events of 9/11 are seared into the minds of all Americans who 

were old enough to understand what was happening at the time: many adults remember exactly 

where they were and what they were doing when they first heard the news. Evolutionists argue 

that these kinds of events are remembered so vividly because doing so will allow one to avoid 

similar situations in the future (Heshmat, 2015). Unfortunately, events like these are often 
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inevitable. The Christian perspective acknowledges that adversities will come and encourages 

Christians to embrace them (James 1:2). Instead of fleeing from trials and suffering, God wants 

man to see the good in the bad, because “we know that in all things God works for the good of 

those who love him… If God is for us, who can be against us” (Romans 8:28, 31, New 

International Version)? The trials that come are a learning experience in not only a physical but a 

spiritual way. Ecclesiastes 3:11 says, “He has made everything beautiful in its time.” Bad 

circumstances do not stay bad; from them, better circumstances arise. 

When an event is too terrible, or a bad experience dominates the mind, it can be inhibitive 

instead of didactic. This provides evidence against the evolutionary principle: one’s grief may be 

too overwhelming to be overcome, and this distraction breeds danger. One may be so stressed 

that memory deficit occurs, as can be seen when a student’s mind goes blank during a high-

pressure examination (Heshmat, 2015). When this happens, it certainly does not seem like the 

body is geared for survival. Some stress is good; a lot of stress is not. “Under situations of low 

arousal, the mind is unfocused” (Heshmat, 2015, para. 8): there is no motivation to commit 

anything to or retrieve anything from memory. “In contrast, under situations of high arousal, the 

focus of attention is too narrow, and important information may be lost” (Heshmat, 2015). 

While God uses suffering to promote his love and care, he understands that there is a 

point at which man cannot overcome it. Just as “he will not let you be tempted beyond what you 

can bear” (1 Corinthians 10:13), he will control the effects and regulate the memory of traumatic 

events to protect man and give him peace. 1 Peter 5:6-7 says, “Humble yourselves, therefore, 

under God’s mighty hand, that he may lift you up in due time. Cast all your anxiety on him 

because he cares for you.” By giving one’s troubles up to God, the burden passes from a mortal 

who cannot stand up under it to an all-powerful Lord who can obliterate it. Mankind need not 
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harbor onerous memories when God is at the ready to take them away. Compared to God, all 

troubles are miniscule, and all enemies are like ants. In Isaiah 51:13, God says that he – who 

“stretches out the heavens and who lays the foundations of the earth” – wants to give comfort; 

why should one live in terror of the “wrath of the oppressor” when the wrath of the oppressor is 

nowhere to be found in the scope of God?  

“So God created mankind in his own image, in the image of God he created them, male 

and female he created them” (Genesis 1:27). Humans are made in the image of God. This is 

evident in man’s memory, which God designed after his own mind. Unlike God, people are not 

omniscient; man could not, and was never meant to, bear infinite knowledge. Still, the signature 

of God can be clearly seen in the way memory capacity is structured. Contrary to popular belief, 

memory is not limited to a certain size that, once met, requires information to be discarded to 

make room. “Our capacity for storing long-term memories is essentially limitless” (Myers, 2014, 

p. 329). If a memory is encoded to long-term storage – whether because it is meaningful, 

emotional, or well-rehearsed – it will never be changed out for new memories. Long-term 

memory can only grow.  

Short-term memory, on the other hand, is governed by the “magical number seven”. It 

can retain about seven “bits” of information accurately (Miller, 1956). However, as Miller, one 

of the founders of cognitive psychology, notes, “we are not completely at the mercy of this 

limited span… because we have a variety of techniques for getting around it and increasing the 

accuracy of our judgements” (1956, para. 48). That is, one can chunk and categorize information 

together in order to expand the amount of data within each bit. Although there are only seven 

slots for memory, it says nothing for how much information can be held in each slot. Thus, even 

short-term memory exhibits characteristics of God’s unbounded mind. Indeed, 1 Corinthians 
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2:16 says, “For who has understood the mind of the Lord so as to instruct him? But we have the 

mind of Christ” (English Standard Version). Man’s mind is a fraction of God’s mind: it is of 

God’s mind, but it is not equal to God’s mind that man may understand it. Perhaps that is also 

why scientists do not understand much of the human mind despite advanced technology. It 

models something that man cannot fully grasp. 

Because God is omniscient and humans are not, his memory does function differently. By 

definition, there is nothing that God does not know: the number of stars (Psalm 147:4), the hairs 

upon one’s head (Luke 12:7), every thought one has and every word one says (Psalm 139:2, 4). 

Yet God claims to forget sins and blot out transgressions (Isaiah 43:25). How is this possible? 

“God’s ‘not remembering’ is not what we usually think of as forgetfulness” (Got Questions 

Ministries, 2016, para. 2). He has access to all knowledge and understanding, but he does not 

have to “think” about all knowledge and understanding constantly. God can choose not to 

remember something by putting it out of his mind (Got Questions Ministries, 2016).  This is 

directly comparable to how people forgive others: “To forgive someone, we must often put 

painful memories out of our minds… It’s not that we are unable to recall the offense, but we 

choose to overlook it” (Got Questions Ministries, 2014, para. 2). When God forgives one his 

sins, he stops holding the sins over him. “As far as the east is from the west, so far does he 

remove our transgressions from us” (Psalm 103:12). People, once forgiven by God, are no longer 

defined by their sins because God has dissociated them from their sins – and God treats them 

accordingly.  

God wants to forgive people their sins because he loves them; he desires to have close 

relationships with his people. Likewise, since the human mind is made in the image of God, 

people seek connection with him and other people. Evolutionists have found that humans have 
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better retention rates for remembering living things, arguing that this indicates a bias to 

remember information that affects fitness (Nairne, 2014). However, the Bible provides a basis 

for man’s relation to living things in Genesis 2. “The Lord God said, ‘It is not good for man to be 

alone. I will make a helper suitable for him’” (Genesis 2:18, New International Version). God 

created all the creatures of the earth and birds of the sky and brought each to Adam that one may 

be an ideal helper. Because animals were created by God to play an important role in the life of 

man, they carry more meaning in the mind and are better remembered than inanimate things. 

However, “no suitable helper was found” (Genesis 2:20). That is when God formed Eve. Eve 

was “bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh” (Genesis 2:23), so Adam and Eve were connected 

in spirit as if they were one in flesh. Just as God shares a special connection with man, man is 

made to share a special connection with man as well as God. In this way, the very foundation of 

memory is evidence of man’s likeness to God’s image.  

God’s presence is evident in memory through its complex design carefully catered to 

human needs. The memory process is designed to discard unnecessary information and optimize 

the mind. It is wired to promote emotionally significant events while still guarding against 

overbearing trauma. God modeled the human memory after his, so it is no surprise that 

memory’s full potential is still beyond modern understanding; nevertheless, his hand is clearly 

seen in people’s inclinations to connect with other living beings. Where evolution fails to look 

past the value of memory to survival, Christianity promotes the emotional, relational desires that 

memory underscores. The work of God’s hands is interwoven through the functioning and 

affinities of the human memory in such a way that his presence cannot be denied.  
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